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Abstract: Recently, the fourth industrial revolution has accelerated the application of multiple
degrees-of-freedom (DOF) robot arms in various applications. However, it is difficult to utilize
robot arms for precision motion control because of their low stiffness. External loads applied to
robot arms induce deflections in the joints and links, which deteriorates the positioning accuracy. To
solve this problem, control methods using a disturbance observer (DOB) with an external sensory
system have been developed. However, external sensors are expensive and have low reliability
because of noise and reliance on the surrounding environment. A disturbance-observer-based dual-
position feedback (DOB-DPF) controller is proposed herein to improve the positioning accuracy by
compensating for the deflections in real time using only an internal sensor. The DOB was designed
to derive the unpredictable disturbance torque applied to each joint using the command voltage
generated by the position controller. The angular deflection of each joint was calculated based on
the disturbance torque and joint stiffness, which were identified experimentally. The DPF controller
was designed to control the joint motor while simultaneously compensating for angular deflection.
A five-DOF robot arm testbed with a position controller was constructed to verify the proposed
controller. The contouring performance of the DOB-DPF controller was compared with that of a
conventional position controller with an external load applied to the end effector. The increases in the
root mean square values of the contour errors were 1.71 and 0.12 mm with a conventional position
controller and the proposed DOB-DPF controller, respectively, after a 2.2 kg weight was applied to
the end effector. The results show that the contour error caused by the external load is effectively
compensated for by the DOB-DPF controller without an external sensor.

Keywords: robot machining system; contour error compensation; five-DOF robot arm

1. Introduction

Industrial robot arms are used in various industrial applications for transfer and as-
sembly tasks. Recently, multiple-degree-of-freedom (DOF) robot arms have been employed
for precision machining, offering various advantages compared with conventional machine
tools comprising linear feed drives. Robot arms can machine multisized workpieces be-
cause they can cover a large workspace relative to their size. Moreover, a serial robot arm
has a high DOF, which enables the machining of complex shapes. In addition, robot arms
can perform various tasks, such as machining processes, inspection, and manipulation,
owing to their high flexibility. In addition, robot arms cost 30% less than conventional
machine tools with similar performance [1]; however, they cannot replace all such tools,
owing to their low stiffness [2]. Generally, the stiffness of a robot arm is less than 1 N/µm,
and that of a conventional machine tool is 50 N/µm or more [3]. Various predictable
disturbances, such as self-weight, inertia, and friction, can cause angular deflections at
the joints. Such disturbances can be estimated based on the stiffness of each joint and
compensated for by the position controller [4]. Deflections caused by disturbances applied
to the end effector, such as external weight and cutting force, are unpredictable and difficult
to compensate for using a feedback controller because they are not recognized by feedback
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sensors [2]. These angular deflections overlap and cause a large end-effector position error,
owing to the series connection. This position error deteriorates the machining accuracy and
machining quality [5].

Recently, various studies have been conducted to improve the positioning accuracy of
robots arm by compensating for the position error. Position error compensation techniques
can be classified as either offline or online. In offline compensation methods, the position
error is estimated by the physical model of the robot arm and predictable disturbances;
subsequently, it is compensated for by applying an additional position command during
control. Belchior et al. proposed an offline compensation method to correct tool path
deviations induced by the compliance of industrial robots [6]. An elastic model of a robot
arm was derived by finite element simulations and utilized to estimate the pose errors of the
tool center position induced by elastic deformations. Munasinghe et al. proposed an offline
trajectory compensation method to improve the contouring performance of industrial robot
arms [7]. According to the proposed method, a realizable trajectory was generated from
the objective trajectory, and its delay dynamics were compensated for using a forward
compensator. Olabi et al. proposed an offline trajectory correction method to improve the
positioning accuracy of an industrial robot [8]. Position errors of the end effector caused
by the flexibility of the robot joints and kinematic errors in the transmission systems were
predicted and compensated for by modifying the trajectory.

Offline compensation methods improve the positional accuracy of the robot arm
without hardware changes. However, position errors caused by unpredictable external
disturbances, such as the cutting force generated during the machining process, are difficult
to compensate for. In online compensation methods, external disturbances applied to the
end effector are measured with force or torque sensors in real time. Otherwise, the position
error of the end effector is measured directly through external position sensors, such as
a laser trackers or an image-based motion-capturing device, and applied to the control
algorithm [9]. Xu et al. proposed a study on the dynamic modeling and compensation of a
robot arm based on six-axis force/torque sensors [10]. Dynamic compensating devices were
designed using a functional link artificial neural network, and a digital-signal-processor-
based real-time dynamic compensation system was developed and evaluated. Park. et al.
suggested a dual observer that estimates disturbance and states of the motors of industrial
robots simultaneously [11]. Moeller et al. proposed an online position-error compensation
method to improve the accuracy of a robot arm using a laser tracker [12]. The position
error of the end effector was measured in real time and compensated for by modifying
a programmed trajectory. Furuta et al. proposed a method for controlling the trajectory
tracking of an articulated robot arm using sensory feedback [13]. Park et al. suggested
a tuning method for PID according to several criteria, such as stability and tunability.
This method was used to develop a robust, high-quality, linear PID tracking motion
controller [14]. The dynamics of the robot arm were described in the task coordinate system,
and a robust feedback controller was designed for feedback control based on a sensory
feedback system. Other studies have been conducted on the optimization of the controllers
of several actuators. Zhang et al. proposed a robust adaptive neural control algorithm for
robust control a vehicle according to structural and gain-related uncertainties. They also
developed a novel robust fuzzy control algorithm to deal with the path-following control
problem of an unmanned sailboat robot [15,16]. Li et al. presented a novel cooperative
design strategy for the path following of a mixed-order underactuated surface vehicle and
unmanned aerial vehicle systems under the influence of external disturbances [17].

The aforementioned online compensation methods measure position errors directly
and compensate for them in real time. However, external position sensors, which are
generally expensive, are essential intended to configure real-time compensation. Moreover,
it is difficult to guarantee the reliability of the compensation methods because obstacles
in the working environment can block the external sensory system and render it unstable.
Applying a state observer is an effective method to avoid the control performance deteri-
oration caused by unstable sensor feedback signals. Liu et al. suggested sensorless force
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estimation by a disturbance observer and neural learning of friction approximation. The
observer was modified to develop a disturbance Kalman-filter-based approach, and the
uncertainty and measurement noise were analyzed by a neural network [18]. Tong et al.
proposed observer-based adaptive control methods for the tracking control of uncertain
nonlinear systems [19]. Cheng et al. suggested active disturbance rejection control based
on dynamic feedforward to improve the control robustness and promote strong antidistur-
bance ability [20]. Yin et al. proposed an enhancing trajectory tracking accuracy method
by formulating an adaptive control and robust control for robust adaptive control under
the influence of both parametric uncertainties and external disturbances [21]. Mohammadi
et al. proposed a general systematic approach to solve the design problem of a disturbance
observer without restrictions on the number of degrees of freedom, the types of joints, or
the manipulator configuration [22]. Hence, a disturbance-observer-based dual-position
feedback (DOB-DPF) controller is proposed herein to improve the position accuracy of
a five-DOF robot arm without external position sensors. The torques applied to the five
joints were derived in real time based on the command voltage generated from the motion
controller and the disturbance observer (DOB). The angular deflections of the five joints
were calculated from the applied torque based on the physical and dynamic models of the
robot arm. A DPF algorithm was applied to compensate for the position error of the end
effector caused by the angular deflections. A five-DOF robot arm testbed with a position
control system was constructed to evaluate the DOB-DPF controller. The contour errors
of the conventional control algorithm and the DOB-DPF controller were compared in a
circular interpolation to verify the performance of the proposed method. The root mean
square (RMS) value of the contour errors increased by 1.71 and 0.12 mm for the conven-
tional position controller and the proposed DOB-DPF controller, respectively, after a 2.2 kg
weight was applied to the end effector.

Section 2 describes the design process of the DOB-DPF controller. Section 3 introduces
the experimental setup of a five-DOF robot arm with a position controller, and he detailed
design process of the robot arm hardware and the position controller, which comprises a
numeric control kernel and motion control unit, are presented. Section 4 describes the tests
performed to verify the performance of the DOB-DPF controller, as well as the verification
test procedures and results. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Design of the DOB-DPF Controller
2.1. DOB Design

The driving torque of a robot arm joint comprises four components: inertial torque,
internal disturbance, gravity, and external disturbance. The internal disturbance includes
centrifugal and Coriolis force generation during operation. The external disturbance
includes the load torque caused by the weight of the parts attached to the end effector and
the force applied to the end effector during operation. The inertial torque and internal
disturbance can be calculated based on dynamic and kinematic analyses of the robot.
Therefore, the external disturbance (Td) can be predicted by subtracting the inertial torque,
internal disturbance, and gravity from the torque command as follows:

Td = Tcom − J(q)
..
q− C

(
q,

.
q
) .
q− G(q), (1)

where q is the angular position of the joints, which is measured by the encoder signal
of each joint motor; matrices J(q), C

(
q,

.
q
)
, and G(q) are the properties of inertia, inertial

disturbance, and gravity, respectively, which are derived from the robot dynamics [23]; and
Tcom denotes the driving torque of the joint, which is calculated from the command voltage
of the controller.

2.2. DPF Controller

The distribution profiles of the applied torque at each joint can be derived in real time
using the DOB. The angular deflection of the joint can be calculated by dividing the applied
torque by the stiffness of the joint. The actual position of the end effector is calculated
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based on the angular deflection of each joint and the kinematic analysis of the robot arm
without an external position sensor. The position error can be compensated for online by
controlling the actual angular position to follow the target angular position of each joint.

Figure 1a–c show block diagrams of a conventional a semi-closed loop, fully closed-
loop, and the DPF control algorithm, respectively. A feedback controller comprises a
proportional position loop and a proportional integral velocity loop, which is generally
used for precision position control of the machine tool feed drives. The position loop
generates the velocity command from the gap between the reference and actual positions
measured by the position sensor. The velocity loop generates the current command from
the gap between the velocity command and the actual velocity measured by the velocity
sensor. A semi-closed loop is a typically used feedback control algorithm that refers to the
position measured by an internal sensor and the velocity calculated from the measured
position. A semi-closed loop cannot recognize and compensate for the position error
caused by low stiffness. A fully closed loop is used to improve the positioning accuracy of
a mechanical system containing both internal and external sensors. The aforementioned
online compensation methods utilize also use a fully closed loop [10–12].
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Figure 1. Block diagrams of (a) a conventional semi-closed loop, (b) fully closed loop, and (c) the
DPF control algorithm.

In the DPF controller, the input value of the position loop (xin) is calculated as follows:

xin = xre f − xint +
1

τs + 1
(xint − xext), (2)

where xre f , xint, and xext represent the reference position, the position measured by the
internal sensor, and the position measured by the external sensor, respectively. A first-order
transfer function with a time constant (τ) is multiplied by the gap between the position
measured by the internal and external sensors and added to the following error calculated
by the position measured by the internal sensor. The transfer function reduces the noise
and time skew caused by the external sensor and improves the stability. The DPF controller
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acts as a semi-closed loop when the time constant of the transfer function is set to a large
value. Meanwhile, the DPF controller acts as a fully closed loop with a small time constant.

2.3. DOB-DPF Controller

The position error of the robot arm is compensated for by replacing the feedback
position with an actual position measured by an external sensor. In this case, the control
system becomes unstable when the external sensor includes noise. Although the feedback
controller is configured based on an external sensor, an internal sensor is also required for
velocity control. Therefore, time skew causes instability in the control performance when
the sampling rates of the internal and external sensors differ [24]. In this regard, a DPF
controller used for ultraprecision position control of the machine tool feed drive is utilized
for online compensation of the position error.

Generally, position errors with various frequencies are generated during operation.
We aimed to design a position controller to compensate for the low-frequency position error
caused by the weight or low-frequency component of the cutting force. High-frequency
vibrations caused by the high-frequency components of the cutting force, such as the force
variation between cutters in the milling process, are not considered in this study. Although
the transfer function reduces the bandwidth of the DPF controller compared to a fully
closed loop, the DPF controller can stably compensate for the low-frequency position error.
In this study, a new DPF system was suggested. Conventional DPF systems have to be
constructed with an external sensory system and an internal sensory system. However, the
suggested control methods that use DOB do require the use of external sensors. Therefore,
the reliability does not decrease as a result of the noise of sensors, with an effective decrease
in construction costs. Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the DOB-DPF controller. The DOB-
DPF controller comprises a feedback controller, feedforward controller, and the DOB-DPF
algorithm. The feedback controller controls each joint to follow the target angle based on
a proportional position loop and a proportional integral velocity loop. The feedforward
controller compensates for the additional torque caused by the self-weight, as well as the
Coriolis and centrifugal forces. The DOB-DPF algorithm integrates the DOB to calculate
the actual position and the DPF controller to compensate for the angular deflection.
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Figure 2. Block diagram of the DOB-DPF controller.

3. Design of a Five-DOF Robot Arm
3.1. Hardware Design

Figure 3a shows the experimental setup of the five-DOF robot arm. The payload of
the robot arm was set to 50 N. The rated torque of the joint motors with reducers was
designed based on the load torque applied to each joint. Joints 1 and 2 comprised a motor
with a rated torque of 2.39 Nm (SGMAV-08A, Yaskawa) and a reducer with a gear ratio
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of 1/100 (PGX90-H100, ATG). Joint 3 comprised a motor with a rated torque of 1.27 Nm
(SGMAV-04A, Yaskawa) and a reducer with a gear ratio of 1/100 (PGX62-H100, ATG).
Joints 4 and 5, with relatively low loads, both had a rated torque of 0.159 Nm (SGMAV-04A,
Yaskawa) and reduction gears (PGX44-H100, ATG) with a gear ratio of 1/100. Links 2
and 3 were each constructed with aluminum profiles measuring 40 mm × 80 mm and
40 mm × 40 mm, respectively. Figure 3b shows the Denavit–Hartenberg (DH) parameters,
which represent the joint dimensions and relative angle of the robot processing system.
Joints 1, 2, and 3 determine the position of the robot, whereas joints 4 and 5 determine the
orientation of the robot. The designed five-DOF robot arm was installed on the surface of a
plate table.
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Figure 3. Experimental setup of the five-DOF robot arm: (a) photo and (b) Denavit–Hartenberg (DH)
parameters, which represent the joint dimensions and relative angle.

3.2. Controller Design

A numerical control kernel and a motion control unit were designed for the position
control of the five-DOF robot arm. The numeric control kernel comprises an interpolator
and a velocity profiler that generate the target profiles of the angular position of each joint
from the user input, which contains the target position and orientation of the end effector.
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The interpolator calculates the target angular positions of the five joints to achieve the user
input as follows.

Figure 4 shows the postures of links 1 to 3 corresponding to the angles of joints 1
to 3 of the robot arm. (xJ5, yJ5, zJ5)J1 indicates the position of joint 5 in the J1 coordinate
system, [XJ1, YJ1, ZJ1], which is rotated by θ1 in accordance with the global coordinate
system [XG, YG, ZG]. The angular position of joint 1, (θ1) can be calculated from the target
position of the end effector in the global coordinate, (xTP, yTP, zTP)G, as follows:

θ1 = tan−1
(

yTP
xTP

)
− sin−1

(
D2√

xTP2 + yTP2

)
, (3)
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O
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Figure 4. Postures of links 1 to 3 according to the angles of joints 1 to 3 of the robot arm.

(xJ5, yJ5, zJ5)J1 is derived from θ1 and the unit vector of the target orientation in
the global coordinate (VTO = (xTO, yTO, zTO)G) using a rotational transformation matrix
as follows: xJ5

yJ5
zJ5

 =

 cosθ1 sinθ1 0
−sinθ1 cosθ1 0

0 0 1

xTP − D6 × xTO
yTP − D6 × yTO
zTP − D6 × zTO

. (4)

The angular position of joint 2 (θ2) can be calculated as the sum of the angle between d
and A2 and the angle between d and xJ1 as follows:

θ2 = cos−1
(

A2
2 + d2 − L3

2

2·d·L3

)
+ tan−1

(
zJ5 − D1

xJ5

)
, (5)

where d and L3 are derived by (xJ5, 0, zJ5)J1 and the DH parameters, respectively. The
angular position of joint 3 (θ3) is the sum of the angle between D4 and L3, and θ3′ , which
denotes the angle between A2 and L3.

θ3 = cos−1
(

d2 − A2
2 − L3

2

2·A2·L3

)
+ tan−1

(
A3

D4

)
, (6)

The angular position of joint 4 (θ4) is the angle between the y-axis unit vector of the
coordinate system of joint 1 (Y1) and the z-axis unit vector of the coordinate system of joint
5 (Z5), which can be calculated as follows:

θ4 = cos−1
(
(−sinθ1, cosθ1, 0)· X3 ×VTO

||X3 ×VTO||

)
, (7)
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where X3 is the x-axis unit vector of the coordinate system of joint 3, which is derived from
θ1 to θ3 as follows:

X3 = (cos(θ2 − θ3)cosθ1, cos(θ2 − θ3)sinθ1, sin(θ2 − θ3))
G. (8)

The angular position of joint 5 (θ5) is the angle between VTO and X3, which is calculated
as follows:

θ5 = cos−1(VTO·X3). (9)

The target profiles of the angular position can be derived by connecting the angular
joints in the time domain. However, the acceleration and deceleration of the target profiles
should be considered because large accelerations/decelerations increase the tracking error
and instability of the robot arm. In this regard, a velocity profiler was designed to generate
the target profiles of each joint, including the acceleration/deceleration section, as follows:

ωO[k] = ωO[k− 1] +
1
m
{ωi[k]−ωi[k−m]}. (10)

where ωi[k] and ωO[k] are the target angular velocities at the kth sampling before and
after velocity profiling, respectively, and m is the number of samples corresponding to the
linear acceleration/deceleration section. Figure 5a shows the target angles of joints 1 to
5 generated in the numerical control kernel with respect to the initial position of (300 mm,
0 mm, 100 mm) to the target position of (500 mm, 200 mm, 300 mm), maintaining the target
orientation as (0, 0, −1). Figure 5b shows the posture of the robot arm at every second
calculated by forward kinematics based on the DH parameters and the target profiles of
joints 1 to 5. The motion control unit is the DOB-DPF controller mentioned in the previous
section, which controls the joint corresponding to the target angular profiles generated by
the numeric control kernel.
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3.3. Measurement of Stiffness

The angular deflection of each joint can be calculated by dividing the disturbance
torque by the stiffness. The stiffness of the links was disregarded in this study because
the stiffness of the joint is much lower than that of the links. The joint was controlled to
keep the link parallel to the ground, and a capacitance sensor (CPL190, Lion precision)
was installed above the end of the link. Subsequently, the increment in the gap between
the capacitance sensor and the link was measured when a constant load was applied to
the link. The increment of the stall torque of the joint in steady state was acquired by
measuring the torque command of the joint motor. Finally, the stiffness of the joint was
calculated by dividing the increment of the stall torque by that of the gap. The experiment
was performed five times for each joint individually by increasing the applied load from 1
to 5 kg at intervals of 1 kg.

4. Evaluation of DOB-DPF Controller
4.1. Implementation of DOB-DPF Controller

The DOB-DPF controller was programmed using MATLAB and implemented on a
robot arm using a real-time computer (Micro Lab Box, dSPACE). The sampling time was
set to 0.001 s. The controller generated torque commands in the five joint motors as analog
voltages in the range of −10 to 10 V. Each drive of the joint motor transferred the analog
voltage to the target torque in a linear range of the rated torque and generated three phase-
driving currents corresponding to the target torque. The encoder signal of each joint motor
was transmitted to the digital input–output port of a real-time computer and decoded to
the angular position. The angular position of the joint was derived by multiplying the gear
ratio by the angular position of the joint motor and transmitted to the DOB-DPF controller.

The performance of the DPF controller is determined by the time constant of the first-
order transfer function. In this study, the optimal value of the time constant was derived
based on simulations. The simulation model of the five-DOF robot arm was constructed
based on the position control algorithm and kinematic model of the robot arm. Using the
simulation model, periodic disturbances with an amplitude 20 N were applied to the end
effector while the robot arm was controlled to maintain the current position. Figure 6b
shows the position of the end effector recognized by internal and external position sensors
when the sinusoidal disturbance shown in Figure 6a was applied to the end effector. The
black line indicates the compensation motion of the robot arm, and the red line is the
position error of the end effector. Figure 6c shows the peak values of the position errors
with respect to the time constant of the DPF controller. The result shows that a lower
time constant leads to better control performance because the position error increases
proportionally to the time constant. Figure 7b shows the position of the end effector when
the square wave disturbance shown in Figure 7a is applied. Figure 7c shows the peak values
of the acceleration of the end effector with respect to the time constants. The result shows
that a small time constant causes large acceleration, which reduces the position accuracy
and stability. The acceleration reduced rapidly at low time constants and saturated at a
time constant of 0.05 s. Consequently, the time constant of the DPF controller was set to
0.05 s to improve position accuracy and robustness to external disturbance.
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Figure 6. Simulation result of the dual-position feedback controller with sinusoidal wave disturbance:
(a) disturbance; (b) position of the end effector measured by internal and external position sensors;
(c) peak position errors of the end effector with respect to the time constants of the dual-position
feedback controller.
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Figure 7. Simulation result of the dual-position feedback controller with square wave disturbance:
(a) disturbance; (b) position of the end effector measured by internal and external position sensors;
(c) peak acceleration of the end effector with respect to the time constants of the dual-position
feedback controller.
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4.2. External Position Sensing

An external position sensor (Vive, HTC) was installed to measure the actual contour
error of the end effector. Figure 8 shows the three Cartesian coordinates (Cb, Cw, and
CG) used to calculate the actual position and contour error of the end effector. Cb is the
coordinate of the Vive base station. The Vive acquires the three-dimensional position of the
trackers with respect to the coordinates of the base station. The accuracy of the position
measurement was 0.1 mm in our experimental setup. Cw and CG denote the coordinates
of the worktable and robot arm, respectively. The actual position of the robot arm was
measured by attaching a tracker (T1) to the end effector; subsequently, it was converted to
the worktable coordinate using a homogeneous transformation matrix (HTM). The HTMs
of the worktable and base station coordinates were derived from the unit direction vectors
of the worktable coordinates measured by three trackers (T2, T3, and T4) installed on the
worktable. The target position of the robot arm was generated in the worktable coordinate
and converted to the robot arm coordinate for position control. The contour error was
calculated based on the target and actual positions of the end effector in the worktable
coordinate. The HTMs of the robot arm and worktable coordinates were derived from the
unit direction vectors of the robot arm coordinates calculated by measuring the position of
tracker T1 when the robot was linearly moving along the x, y, and z axes.
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Figure 8. Three Cartesian coordinates (Cb, Cw, and CG) and four trackers used to calculate the actual
position and contour error of the end effector.

4.3. Evaluation Result

To evaluate the performance of the DOB-DPF controller, its contour errors were
compared with those of a conventional controller comprising a feedback and feedforward
module during circular interpolation. The trajectory of the robot arm was set to a circle
with a radius of 100 mm in the xy plane of the worktable coordinate. Figure 9 compares the
contouring performances of the two controllers before and after a constant weight of 2.2 kg
was applied to the end effector. Figure 9a,b show that the position drop of the end effector
caused by a significant weight reduction when the DOB-DPF controller is applied. The
peak, root mean square (RMS), and standard deviation (STD) of the contour errors are listed
in Table 1. The RMS value of the contour error of both the conventional and DOB-DPF
controller was 0.59 mm when the external disturbance was zero. When a weight of 2.2 kg
was applied to the end effector, the contour error of the conventional controller increased
to 2.30 mm, whereas the contour error of the DOB-DPF controller increased to 0.71 mm.
This result indicates that the contour error caused by the disturbance was compensated for
by the DOB-DPF algorithm.
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Figure 9. Contouring performances of the conventional controller and the DOB-DPF controller before
and after a constant weight of 2.2 kg was applied to the end effector: position of the end effector in
(a) three-dimensional and (b) two-dimensional (XZ plane) graph and (c) contour errors.

Table 1. Peak, RMS, and STD of the contour errors.

Control Method
Contour Error (mm)

Peak RMS STD

Conventional controller w/o disturbance 1.80 0.59 0.31
Conventional controller w/ disturbance 3.60 2.30 0.55

DOB-DPF controller w/ disturbance 1.08 0.71 0.32

5. Conclusions

A DOB-DPF controller was proposed in this paper to compensate for the position
error of a five-DOF robot caused by low stiffness. Angular deflections caused by external
disturbances were calculated by the DOB without using external position sensors and
compensated by the DPF control algorithm. A five-DOF robot arm and its position con-
troller were constructed to verify the proposed DOF-DPF controller. Contour errors of the
conventional position and proposed DOB-DPF controllers were compared during circular
interpolation using an external position sensor. In the conventional position controller,
the RMS value of the contour error increased from 0.59 to 2.30 mm after a 2.2 kg weight
was applied to the end effector, whereas it increased from 0.59 to 0.71 mm in the proposed
DOB-DPF controller.
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